
VIIL—CRITICAL NOTICES.

BACON'S Nomtm Organum, Edited with Introduction, Notes, &c, by
THOMAS FOWLEB, M.A., Professor of Logic in the University of
Oxford, Fellow of Lincoln College. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1878.

There can hardly be any class of readers of the Novum Organum
whose requirements will not be satisfied by this elaborately annotated
edition. If the famous work has still an educational value, the
learners who may be set to master its many difficulties could not desire
a better key than Professor Fowler supplies; and so completely has
the task been performed of tracing Bacon's wealth of allusions to
their original sources, of giving cross-references to his other works, and
of bringing the light of later philosophy and science to bear upon every
one of his characteristic statements, that there is no other edition to
which more advanced students or the general reader should henceforth
more readily turn. If for these, indeed, Mr. Ellis's direction, in the
collected edition of Bacon's works, may Beem to have been already
sufficient, the justification of Prof. Fowler's labours would have to be
sought in his supplying the educational want; and it can hardly be said
that he does make out a very strong case for placing the Novum
Organum in the hands of logical tyros. Nobody, of course, can read
the pithy wisdom of the First Book without profit; but to justify
the prescription of the Second Book in a logical education, more
is necessary than the assurance that, at least in some of the
' Praerogativae Instantiarum,' " many of the expressions employed still
form part of our logical terminology," or that "it would be very
difficult in many cases to describe more aptly and precisely than Bacon
does the nature of the reasoning involved" (p. 131). The Second
Book, I should say, has now an historical value only, and a general
understanding of its terminology, in so far as this has passed into
current philosophical usage, would seem to be the utmost that can
profitably be required of the common run of students. It ia possible,
therefore, that not very many of this class will ever come under
obligation to Prof. Fowler for the floods of light he throws upon the
dark places they would find at every turn of their path.

For others the special interest of this edition lies in the seventeen
sections of the Introduction (pp. 1—151). These are of a somewhat
heterogeneous cast and not ordered according to any distinct
principle, but they have the merit of bringing together nearly
everything that needs to be known for the understanding of Bacon's
place in the history of science and philosophy. Though it might not
be difficult to add even to Prof. Fowlor"s extended list of testimonies
to Bacon's influence or to cite still other anticipations of Bacon's
conceptions than those that are here with so much care brought
together, none could be adduced that would in the least alter the
estimate to be drawn of Bacon's performance. Nor will the estimate
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drawn by any dispassionate judge of the whole evidence differ
materially (except in one particular) from Prof. Fowler's own.
"Without being in the least blind to Bacon's, philosophic and scientific
deficiencies, Prof. Fowler rests upon thoroughly solid grounds his claim
to a high place in the roll of philosophic thinkers. " While Bacon
(he says) undoubtedly did not possess any extensive- or precise
acquaintance with any single branch of science, and while, in some
respects, his writings did not keep pace with the discoveries of the
day, his range of vision covered an extraordinarily vast sweep of
knowledge, and his scientific conceptions and the suggestions which
from time to time he throws out, occasionally show a marvellous
amount of sagacity and penetration." This is a sober strain compared
with the indiscriminate panegyrio that used to be heard, but the
statement is perfectly warranted as against the not less indiscriminate
depreciation of Bacon which of late years has become fashionable
among scientific authorities.

It is when he treats or whenever he has occasion to touch on
the question of Bacon's influence npon his successors that Prof.
Fowler's footing becomes less certain. He would fain represent the
influence as very considerable, but when he passes from general
surmises to specific assertions his slenderness or absence of grounds'
becomes only too apparent. He does not indeed repeat the common
error of Macaulay, Fischer, Eemusat and others, and imagine a
profound influence from Bacon on his immediate successor, Hobbes, in
the teeth of their complete difference of method and the younger
thinker's absolute disregard of the elder. But if he finds any habit
of thinking that may with some reason be called national, he must
ascribe its origination to Bacon, however it may have been manifested
by Englishmen as distinctly before as after him • and if philosophical
inquiry in England has at a later time taken any marked directions,
these must be supposed to have been indicated or opened up by
Bacon, though hardly anything can be shown to have been farther
from the thought of the great Instaurator. Thus Prof. Fowler refers
to the habit of making sharp separation of Beligion and Science,
Faith and Reason, and this, though not (as he himself notes)
peculiar to English thinkers, has undoubtedly been very marked in
the greatest of them from Bacon onwards; but, however the fact may
be explained—by national character or otherwise—the habit is
certainly not less pronounced in thinkers of English name in a far
earlier time and quite other circumstances, for example, in William
of Ockham. As regards specific doctrines, one or two of Prof. Fowler's
points may be a little more particularly noticed.

He supposes that Bacon's notion of a lower soul in man, shared
by the brutes and materially generated, " may not unnaturally have
contributed to the formation of materialistic hypotheses as to the
formation of the soul in general among his successors, with whom the
two-fold division disappeared ". The facts by no means bear out this
supposition. Hobbes, if Hobbes is meant, came by his materialism
not through any process of dropping part of the earlier conception of
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separate souls, bat through being so overmastered by the idea of the
new (or revived) mechanical philosophy as to ignore the subjectivity
of mind in his eagerness to express all experienced change in terms of
motion. Locke's speculations, too, as to whether it might not have
pleased the Deity to " superadd to matter a faculty of thinking," such
as he had analysed it phenomenally, are obviously not less alien from
the ancient metaphysical doctrine in Bacon's or any other version. In
truth, after Bacon, it was not only the distinction of lower and higher
souls that disappeared, but (by the growth partly of physical and partly
of psychological science) the whole of that earlier way of thinking
which Bacon himself had been content to pass on.

Take next Prof. Fowler's remark, on occasion of Bacon's enumeration
of mental faculties and naive statement of their mutual relations, that
" the sharp line of demarcation drawn here and in similar passages
between the office of the so-called faculties was a common feature of
the philosophy of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and has
only been replaced in comparatively recent times by a more just
appreciation of the complexity of our various mental operations and of
the number of element* which go to make up some even of those
psychical acts which at first sight appear the simplest"". Here it is
not expressly stated that the English psychologists in these centuries
were led by Bacon to divide the mind into ' faculties'; but if it had
been remembered that it was precisely the English psychologists,
beginning with Hobbes in the very generation after Bacon, who first
took up the ground they have always since maintained against the
' faculty '-hypothesis, there could hardly have been a stronger proof
given that Bacon exercised no influence at all upon the most
characteristically English movement within modern mental philosophy
—the continuous pursuit of psychological inquiry in the spirit of
positive science. When, thorefore, after particularising some others of
Bacon's antiquated psychological notions, Prof. Fowler proceeds to
say that " it is impossible not to see in these speculations, crude as
some of them are," the beginnings of much of the later English
psychology which became so famous in the hands of Locke, Hume,
Eeid, and others," one can only express surprise that he should be
able to see it, at least as regards Locke and Hume.1 As for the
anticipations which Prof. Fowler thinks he finds, in Bacon of later
ethical ideas, it is perhaps sufficient to note his own admission that
Bacon " nowhere expressly discusses the fundamental question of
Morals, such as the grounds of Moral Obligation or the nature of the
Moral Faculty,"—in short, attempts neither of the characteristic tasks
that English thinkers have set before them in the one other department

1 The case is different with Reid, who was a strenuous upholder—in
British psychology the reviver—of the ' faculty '-hypothesis ; and Reid, we
know, had an unbounded veneration for Bacon. It is not indeed necessary
to suppose that he borrowed from Bacon in this particular. Still it is
significant that his view of the mind's ' faculties' or ' powers,' however
elaborately worked out, is almost as naive and unscientific as Bacon's own.
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of mental philosophy, besides psychology, which they have specially
cultivated.

Altogether, it can by no means be maintained that Bacon's greatness
lay in his definite anticipation of coming achievements in science or
philosophy. Science and philosophy, it is not too much to say,
would be to all intents and purposes exactly where they are, though
he had never been or never written; and there are other names in
Bacon's century of which it would be rash so to speak. Does Bacon
therefore fall out of the first rank of philosophical thinkers 1 That
is a question of a rather vain description, which different people
will answer differently; but the most strenuous of his depreciators
will find it hard to name another thinker of the second class who
can be compared with him for breadth of view. As a preacher in a
time of intellectual uprising, he has never had an equal

EDITOB.

Histoire de la Philosophie en Angleterre depuis Bacon jusqu' a Locke.
Par CHAELKS DB RtfMUSAT. Paris : Didier et Cie, 1875.

The author of this work was a profound student and a friendly
critic of the philosophic literature of our island. His essay on Eeid
and his monograph on Bacon are widely known and appre-
ciated. He himself was an independent member of the modern
epi ritualistic school of his country, and may be said to have occupied
a place somewhere between Hamilton and Cousin. In relation there-
fore to the school which is usually considered peculiarly English, he
is such a critic as the wise would wish to have—an opponent and
likely to see our faults, but far enough away from our domestic
quarrels to be unprejudiced, and sufficiently assured of his own
ground to feel it safe to be generous. He rates the empirical philo-
sophy less highly perhaps than its native adherents, but more highly
than its-native adversaries.

The salient feature of M. de Re'musat's PhQosophie en Angleterre is
the extent to which it treats of writers who, in a philosophical con-
nexion, must be called second-rate. Whole chapters, or large portions
of chapters, are given to such men as Hooker, Pemble, Culverwell,
Chillingworth, Baxter, Whichcot, John Smith, More, Barrow, Taylor,
Tillotson : so that, to judge from the table of contents, one might
almost expect a history of English Latitudinarian Theology rather
than of what is usually considered to be Philosophy. But this is in
many ways advantageous: we are shown the philosophical side and
the philosophical importance, such as it is, of men whose claims in
this respect are generally overlooked, and we are forcibly reminded of
a fact of the utmost moment in the history of philosophy, but which
historians and critics are shy of recognising—the close relationship
between modem philosophy and Christian theology. There are also
accounts of Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Cudworth, and others, all
interesting figures and well worth remembering, but of whom a
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